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ABSTRACT:

The main pUIpose or' this papeL' is to dz:aw attention to

some aspects of the regulation of inter',s tdte tz'an,spozt
in Austz'dlia by focussing attention on the Tasmanian
Freight Equalisation Scheme
Emphasis Is given to one
of the main objectives of the Australian FedeL'dtIon
viz"., the cL'eation or' a customs union foz which an
economlcd.lly efficient tz'anSpoIt system 1.5 an

essential paz,'t.

The pdper outlines the Constitutional

:f'rd1llework w-lthin which regulation of tI'd.D,SpOI't in
Australia occur,s . . and gives some I'elevant h1.sto:dcdl
background to establish the objective,s of the
federation.
This l.s x'allowed by an examination of the
Tasmanian FI'eight Equalisation Scheme
The paper
explains why .regulations, by means of compensation
payments, of inte.l'state ,shipping sezvices between
Ta,smania and the mainland a.r'e justifiable on
second-be,st g.l:ounds, the z'elevant con,stz'aints being
the NaVigation Act, the Cust01llS (Prohibited Imports)
Regulations, and goveznment pricing of rail ,service.s
and road in£'.r:astz'Uctur::e.
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1"

INIRODUCIION

Government regulation of transport is a feature of all developed
economies but varying in form and extent"
Ihe issue of whether
particular regulations are "good" or "bad" is often a complex one
depending on the objectives which regulation is intended to achieve, the
costs and benefits of existing and alternative policies, and the
presence of constraints, including those set by the institutional and
constitut.ional envir'onment within which transport policy is for'mulated.
and by government policies or regulations in related sectors of the
economy ..
It is the purpose of this paper to address some of the above issues in
the context of transport policy in Australia..
In particular', attention
is focussed on the rat.ionale for the provision of subsidies by the
Federal government for shipping services between Tasmania and the
mainland. such subsidies being provided under the terms of The I asrnanian
Freight Equalisation Scheme (TEES) ..
This aspect of Federal government
of special interest because one of
the Australian federation was to
area between the member States.
important bearing on the extent to

regulation of interstate transport is
the main reasons for' t.he for'mation of
create a customs union or free trade
and that transport policies have an
which this objective can be achieved"

Section 2 of this paper provides a br'ief historical account of the
background to the formation of the Australian federation and draws
attention to the importance of the customs union concept to the founding
Fathers.
In Section 3 an outline is provided of those parts of the
Austr'alian Constitution which establish the framework within which
regulation of interstate transport must operate.
The discussion in
Section 4 focuses on Iasmania' s so-called interstate fr'eight cost
disadvantage and the TFES - a subsidy program - which was introduced by
the
Federal
government
in
1976
to
alleviate
the
perceived
disadvantage"
Ihe lnt,er-State Commission's analysis of the 'IFES, and in
particular. the; argument that subsidy payments for some shipping
services between 'Iasmania and the mainland can be justified on
efficiency grounds by invoking the theory of second-best. is examined in
Section 5"
The discussion in Section 6 draws attention to some of the
criticisms of a freight equalisation scheme and outlines the ISC's
recommendations for a 'I asmanian Fr eight Compen sation Scheme (TFCSl"
A
concluding statement is provided in Section 7"

2.

IHE FEDERAL MOVEMENI:

AN HISIORICAL BACKGROUND

Among the various concerns which led the Australian colonies to form a
federation. the potential economic gains from a customs union were of
paramount importance"
In fact. an attempt to achieve reciprocal free
trade between the colonies of New South Wales, Van Diemen's Land and
New Zealand occurred as early as 1842" Up until that time:
All the colonies imposed impor't duties for purposes of
revenue; and as trade developed. these duties began to wear' a
protective aspect..
For many years after the separation of
Van Diemen' s Land it was the practice in New South Wales --
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contrary to the strict letter of the law -- to admit impo:tts
from Van Diemen's Land free, though levying duties on similar
goods from elsewhere; whilst Van Diemen' s Land reciprocated by
inset"ting in her" Customs Duties Acts an exemption in favour of
imports from New South Wales"
The separation of New Zealand
made the need for" intercolonial free trade more apparent; and
in 1842 the Legislative Council passed an Act to permit goods
the produce or manufacture of New Zealand or Van Diemen's Land
to be impoIted free of duty,
(Quick and Garran, 1901, p .. 79)

early attempt to promote inteI'colomal free trade among the three
colonies was prevented by the Secretary for the Colonies on the grounds
that i t J..mpinged on British commercial and foreign relations policies,
and further. that a system of differential duties would lead to
retaliation and protection.
(Quick and Garran, 1901, p" 80)
A
consequence of this decision was that trade bar'rier's between the
colonies were allowed to develop and the differences in the fiscal
policies of the colonies wer'e graciually widened"
Recognising
the
undesirable
consequences
of
such
events.
Governor Fitzroy
(apparently
at
the
suggestion
of
his
Colonial
Secr'etary, Deas-rhomson) recommended in a dispatch to the Colonial
Office. in 1846, t,he appoint,ment of some superior official "", "to whom
all measur'es adopted by the local legislatures, affecting the general
inter'ests of the mother country, the Australian colonies, or their
intercolonial trade, should be submitted by the officers administer'ing
the sever'al Government s. befoi:'e their own assent is given to them""
(Quick and Carran, 1901, p. 80)
This initial suggestion of a federal union of the Australasian colonies
was taken up by Earl Grey, Secretary of State for the Colonies, when, in
1847, he gave notice of his Government's intention to int.roduce a Bill
establishing the colony of Victor'ia"
According to Quick and Carran
(p" 81) Grey produced the fir'st written account of the case for
Australian Union,
Among other things, he considered that since the
colonies had many interests in common, regulation of such interests by a
single authority may be necessary for the common goad"
And further,
that:
Some method will also be devised for enabling the various
legislatures of the several Australian colonies to co-operate
with each other in the enactment of such laws as may be
necessary for
regulating the interests common to those
possessions collectively, such, for' example. as the imposit.ion
of duties of import and expor"t, the conveyance of letters, and
the
formation
of
roads,
railways,
or
other
internal
communications traversing any two or more of such colonies",
(Quick and GarTan, 1901, p" 81)
Suffice- i t to say that Gr'ey s suggestions for constitutional change were
not accepted by the colonies who were indignant at not having been
consulted, even though the concept of a common congress was not
unpopular"
(Cr"amp, 1913, p" 124)
I
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Later.
in 1849.
the constitut.ional issues were the subject of
consideration by a Committee of the Privy Council, the Committee on
rrade and Plantations"
The Committee recognised the importance of the
abolition of customs duties between the colonies and the establishment
of a uniform tariff..
It was proposed that one of the Gover'oors of the
Austr'alian colonies should be commissioned as Gover'TIor-General of
Australia, and given the power to convene a General Assembly, consisting
of the Governor-General and a House of Delegates whose membe:cs would be
elected by the legislatuI'es of the various colonies.
It was pr'opased
that the General Assembly should have, inter alia. legislative authority
over such matters as:
the imposition of duties on imports and exports,
inter colonial roads.
canals
and
railways.
shipping dues,
letter
conveyance. weights and meaSUres, and other matters referred to the
General Assembly by the colonial Parliaments, and to raise funds by
appropriating a percentage of revenue r'eceived by each of the colonies.;
No consideration was given to matters r'elating to defence.,
follOWing the Committee's report a "Bill for the Better Gover'nment of
the Australian Colonies 1t was introduced to the Par'1iament in 1849, and
provided, not only fOr the separation of Victoria, the creation of a
Gener'al Assembly in accordance with the report's recommendations, but
also prescribed, and detailed in a schedule, a uniform t,ariff for the
four colonies of New South Wales, Victoria. South Australia and
Van Diemen's land"
(Quick and Garran. 1901. p. 86)
However', the
"federal clauses" wer"e subject to considerable criticism both within
Australia and England. and led to their removal before the Bill became
law"
It has been suggested that Grey s attempt to impose a partial union on
the colonies failed largely because the proposals had not originated
from the colonies.
(see, for example, Quick and Garran. pp'., 88-89 and
Cramp. pp" 126-127) Subsequently, proposals of a feder'a1 character were
initiated by colonial statesmen.
Thus, in 1853, a Committee of the
New South Wales Legislative Council which had been established by
Wentworth for' the purpose of drafting a new Constitution, recommended
the establishment of a Gener'al Assembly to deal with intercolonial
matters, such as tariffs, roads. railways and postal services..
This
proposal, however, was not intended to achieve "real national unity",
but instead, uniform legislation on some matter's of common concern.,
(Quick and Garran, 1901, p" 91) A Constitutional Committee appointed in
Victoria in September 1853. to draft a new Constitution for that colony.
also argued for the need to establish a General Assembly t,o deal with
questions of inter'colonial interests"
f

Dur'ing 1857 Select Committees were appointed by the colonies of
Victoria. New South Wales and South Australia to address the issues of
federal union.,
The Victorian Committee recommended a conference of
delegates from each of the Colonial legislatures, to discuss these
matters" However, the conference failed to eventuate lar'gely because of
the obstacle of provincialism:
"local politics, and the development of
local institutions, engrossed the attention of the people; and probably
no colony would have been prepared to accept the compromises and the
par'tial sacrifice of local independence which a federal union would have
involved." (Quick and Garran, 1901. pp., 99-100)
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While the achievement of complete federation required the resolution of
many
issues,
the
tariff question was,
as
already observed,
of
fundamental impol'tanee; and indeed, was the subject of discussion at
several Intercolonial Confer ence s held between 1855 and 1880"
Apart

from early discussions concerning border treaties e"g" those relating to
Munay river traffic, the uniform tariff question was to become the
dominant is sue.
In 1868. lord Buckingham, the SeCI'etary of State for

the Colonies stated:
' ... that the Home Government would gladly aid the establishment
of a Customs Union embracing all the adjacent colonies, and
providing fOr a uniform tariff I intetcolonial free trade I and
an equal division of the customs duties" '.,; but they could not
propose the repeal of the clause which prevented differ'ential
duties..
(Quick and Gart-an, pp .. 104-105)
Subsequently, the New Zealand Government pI'oposed an Intercolonial
Conference to examine the Customs Union issue. The proposal was renewed
by
Tasmania
in
1870 and
a
Conference
was
then
held
between
representatives from New South Wales, Victoria, South AustI'alia and
Tasmania"
However, the uniform tariff was a major hindrance to
progress"
While all the colonies agreed to the need for a uniform
tariff it was not possible to reconcile the fiscal policies of New South
Wales and Victoria"
The unwillingness of the Home Government to allow
differential duties was also a difficulty.
As events transpired the
Home Country yielded on the diffe-rential taI'iff issue in 1873, but the
I'€solution of the uniform tariff question was not to OCCUI' until much
later"
The differences in the fiscal policies of New South Wales and
Victoria were a result of differ'ences in their response to the
employment situation following the depletion of the most productive gold
reser'ves during the 1860' s.
Victoria became strongly pr'otectionist,
while the New South Wales government relied more on revenue from land
sales and from income taxes than Victoria did, and was less cautious in
financing expenditures by borrOWing overseas..
(Anderson and Garnaut,
1987. p. 41)
In 1881 another' attempt was made to deal with the broader' issue of
establishing some form of federation.
A proposal by Sir Henry Parkes
for
the
setting
up
of
a
Federal
Council
was
considered
by
representatives from New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia at
meetings held in Sydney and Melbourne..
Again, free trade New South
Wales and protectionist Victoria were unable to reach a compromise on
fiscal matters, and the proposal was rejected ..
However, events on the international scene, such as the transportation
of French criminals to New Caledonia and German activity in New Guinea,
were to enteI as a new dimension to the federalism-customs union debate,
and by 1890 public enthusiasm fOI' the concept of a federal union had
reached an all time high"
Thus, in 1891 a Convention of forty five
delegates, seven from each Australian colony and three from New Zealand
met in Sydney to draft a Constitution in' which the essential ingredients
of
a
federal
union
were
established,
including,
inter
alia,
inter'colonial free trade, federal defence, a federal tariff, and
assurances regarding provincial I'ights in issues of provincial concern.
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Ihe Convention's recommendation that the proposed Constitution be
submitted to a refer'endum failed,
for a variety of reasons,
to
eventuate" However, "[the] failure of 1891 was but to be the prelude to
complete success".
(Cramp, p" 140)
Further Conventions were held
during 1897-8, and a substantially modified version of the 1891
Constitution which, among other matters, made provision for financial
relations between the Federal government and the States, was finally
accepted in a second referendum in 1889,
Western Australia, which had
not participated in the 1889 referendum,
voted on the issue in
July, 1900 and the new federation was established by Royal proclamation
on the first day of the new century"

3"

IHE CONSIIIUTION AND lRANSPORI REGULATION

'Ihe customs union concept, which was fundamental to the creation of the
Austr'alian federation, has implications fOI' a number of areas of
economic policy, not the least of which concern government involvement
in the transport sector"
Transport is sues were important to the
founders of the Australian Federation, as indeed they have been in the
formation of the Canadian Confederation, the European Economic Community
(Stabenow, 1974) and of other federations"
In the case of Canada the
promise of subsidised transport services was a condition for the
entrance of some of the Provinces into the Confederation"
Specifically:
When the scattered colonies in British NOI th Amer ica began
seIiously to consider forming themselves into a laI ger and
stronger' unit, they realised that cheap, Ieliable year-round
transportation was essential if they were to be effectively
bound
together
socially,
politically,
and
economically"
Consequently, the promise of railway constIuction formed an
integral
part
of
the
Confederation
scheme
of
1867.
Transport.ation was also important later when Prince EdwaId
Island,
British
Columbia,
and Newfoundland
entered
the
Dominion"
The obligation 'to the Maritime Provinces was act,ed
upon by building, entirely at public cost, the Intercolonial
and the Prince Edward Island Railway and ferry, and by not
requiIing that the rate level be high enough to cover fully
the interest on the public's investment"
The terms of union
between British Columbia and the new Dominion were fulfilled
[in part] by constructing the Canadian Pacific Railway.
(Currie, 1976, p" 4)
In Austr alia such an angement s wer e not part of the Federal compact; but
Tasmania has consi stently ar gue d since Feder ation that it suffe rs an
interstate transport disadvantage because of its need to r'ely on sea
transporL
There are a number of sections of the Austr'alian Constitution which are
of relevance to transport regulation and which reflect the importance
which the Founding Fathers attached to the customs union concept and its
implications for transport policy"
Only those which have a significant
impact on resource use are referred to here"
It is also important to
n01:e that while a gr eat deal has been written on each of these sec tions
in isolation they are in fact interdependent"
(Docwra and Kolsen, 1983)
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Section 92 of the Constitution is of crucial importance to the customs
concept.,
The relevant part of this Section states:
".",,,trade,
commerce, and intercour'se among the State s, whether by means of internal
carriage or ocean navigation, shall be absolutely free"
The meaning of
"absolut,ely free" has been the subject of a great deal of controversy
and litigation.
So far as the Founding Father's ar'e concerned it was
their wish not only to abolish bor'der duties and internal tariffs, but
to create a free trade area within which people and goods could move,
ignoring State boundaries, and without impediment by State or Federal
governments.,
(see Joske, 1971, p .. 167)
H

It is beyond the scope of this paper to attempt a detailed review of the
High Court's interpretation of Section 92.,
Suffice it to say that in
one area of interest in this paper - the regulation of interstate road
transport - the High Court determined in Hughes & Vale v. N.S.W. (No. 2)
(1955) 93 ClR 127) that taxes on interstate road transport may only be
imposed for the purpose of recovering actual road maintenance costs"
This decision overturned previous judgements which effectively allowed
State governments to impose taxes on interstate road transpor't for the
pur'pose of protecting railway interests.,
As discussed elsewhere (see,
for example, lSe, 1985) the cun ent int erpretation has implications for
road cost recovery policies, and efficiency in resource use.
In this
regard it should als 0 be noted that in addr'essing the road tax is sue the
Court did so without reference to the pricing policies for interstate
rail ser'vice; a consequence of which is that State rail authorities
"adapted" to the Court's 1955 decision on interstate road charges by
subsidising interstate rail services.
(Kolsen, 1983)
Although the
Founding Fathers could not be expected to anticipate the complexities of
the tr'ansport issues that would emerge during the Twentieth Century,
there is clear'ly a difference between their' view of the ob jecti ve of
Section 92 and interstate transport policy in practice ..

While the objective of Section 92 is to prevent impediments to trade
between the States, Section 51 states, inter alia:
"Ihat the Par liament shall, subject to this Constitution, have
power to make laws for the peace I order I and good gover'nment
of the Commonwealth wi th re spect to - (i) Trade and commerce
with other countries, and among the States; "",,"
Here it is
important t,o note that while the Federal gover'nment has the
power
to regulate interstate trade,
and thus interstate
transport, it cannot, according to Section 92, adopt policies
which will prevent trade between the States from being
"absolutely free""
rhus it is not regulation per se which is
prevented by Section 92"
Instead it is r'egulation which
directly and immediately impedes such trade"
In a judgement
in 1949 the Privy Council argued that regulation of interstate
trade is compatible with "absolute" freedom; and that Section
92 is offended only if the effect of a legislative or
exe cuti ve act is """" to restrict such trade and commerce and
intercourse directly and immediately as distinct from creating
some indirect or consequential impediments which may fairly be
regarded as remote".
(Coromonwealth v. the Bank of N.S.W.,
(1949)
79 ClR 639 (P"C .. )
The problem of course is to
determine where the line is to be drawn"
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Ihe concern of the Founding Fathers for mat,ters relating to int.er'state
trade and commerce and the development of Austr"alia as an economic unit
is also manifest by the provisions in the Constitution regarding the
establishment
and
functions of
an Int,er-State Commission"
The
provisions referred to are Sections 101 to 104"
Section 101 states:
"Iher'€ shall be an Inter-State Commission, with
such power's of adjudication and administration as the Parliament deems

necessary for the execution and maintenance, within the Commonwealth, of
the pr'ovisions of this Constitution relating to trade and commerce, and
of all laws made thereunder,," Specific !'eference is made to railways in
Sections 102 and 104"
Section 102 allows the Federal Parliament when
enacting legislation with respect to inter'state trade and commerce, to
prevent.
so
far'
as
railways
are
concer'ned,
any
preference Or
discrimination by a State or State government authority which in the
view of the ISC is "unjust" or "unreasonable" to any State"
Section 104 provides additional instructions concerning the lSC's
oversight of railway rates:
"Nothing in this Constitution shall render
unlawful any rate for the carriage of goods upon a railway, the property
of a State. if the rate is deemed by the Inter-State Commission to be
necessary for the development of the terTitory of the State. and if the
r'ate applies equally to goods within the State and to goods passing into
the State from other States""
While Section 101 makes no specific refer'ence to transport it is
obviously linked to other sections of the Constitution. including
Section 98 which states:
"The power of the Parliament to make laws with
r'espect to tr'ade and commerce extends to navigation and shipping. and to
railways the property of any State".
rhat the Constitution makes no
reference to other modes of transport is not surpr'ising, since at the
time of Federation these were the only modes of importance for
interstate trade.
However. given that the above provisions were
intended to achieve the objective of a customs union,
it seems
r'easonable to suggest that Section 101 encompasses all matters concer'ned
with freedom of trade within Australia. and all transport modes,
including those of the future"
Ihere are other pI'ovisions of the Constitution concerned with government
inter'vention in the trade and commerce area"
Thus Section 99 states:
"The Commonwealth shall not by any law or' regulation of trade. commerce.
or r'evenue. give preference to one State or any part therefore over
another State ot' any part thereof,," Further. under Sections .51 (ii) and
(iii). the Commonwealth has power to make laws with respect to:
"(ii) Iaxation; but so as not to discr'iminate between States or parts
of States; (iii) Bounties on the production or export of goods, but so
that bounties shall be uniform throughout the Commonwealth"
11

Viewed as a whole the various trade and commerce provisions show that
the Constitution was intended to prevent State government impediments to
interstate trade and commerce (Section 92), and to subject Feder'al
government regulation of interstate trade and commerce to the test of
Section 92, and the requirement that there be no discrimination between
States or parts of States"
In economic terms this means that the above
provisions of the Constitution have. as an objective. the prevention of
arbitrary impediments to the movement of goods and people within
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Austr'alia"
However, in practice the constitutional framework which has
emerged does not entirely match the intentions of the Founding Fathers.
State parochial interests are still important and the Federal government
haS not made full use of the powers assigned to it, especially those
under Section .51,.

4,

REGULAIION
OF
INTERSIAIE
EQUALISAIION SCHEME

IRANSPORT,

IHE

TASMANIAN

FREIGHT

One of the implications of the customs union concept for the efficient
use of resources in the transport sector is that the prices of transport
services should reflect the resource cost of providing such services,
including r'elevant infrastructure costs"
In view of the Constitutional
requirements regarding interstate trade and commerce it is of some
interest to focus attention on government regulation of interstate
transport which might appear to be inconsistent with the customs union
or free trade concept..
One such area of Federal government policy is
the provision of subsidies for shipping services between Tasmania and
the mainland"

As noted earlier', one of the issues of concern to the colonies in the
pre-federation debates was that the States in gener'al would have
adequate revenues, and that there would be safeguards against financial
hardship of particular States"
The so-called 'Small States' were
especially concerned about the effects of a federal tar"iff on their
economic development and their revenue base"
Various provisions wer"e
included in the Constitution to meet these revenue concerns, and in the
19.30' s the Grant s Commission was established in further recognition of
the financial requirements of such States.
(see, for example, May 1971)
For Iasmania the pr'oblems associated with the provision of shipping
services was also to become a matter of concern, commencing dur'iog the
early days of federation through to the present time.
In essence,
successive Iasmanian governments have held to the view that Tasmania is
placed at a disadvantage vis-a-vis the mainland States because of the
need to rely almost entirely on shipping services for the transport of
goods to and from the mainland.
In part this "disadvantage" has been
attributed to Federal government policy as manifest by the var'ious
Navigation Acts which have as a major' objective the development of a
mercantile service"
Ihus, for example, in a 1925 Report which examined
the 'disabilities' of feder'ation for Tasmania, it was stated:
Tasmania, then, is suffering from serious loss of shipping
facilities, both for cargo and for passengers, and feom an
excessive rise in interstate fr'eights, and her position and
trade (including tourist tr'affic) make her susceptible to
injury on these accounts to a very much gr'eater' degree than
any other State.
It is not suggested that all these
disabilities ar'e due directly or indirectly to the Navigation
Act..
But the Navigation Act and the policy which it embodies
are
undoubtedly
a
serious aggr"avation
of
the
trouble.
Services have been cut down or discontinued, and interstate
charges have been greatly increased in most cases as the
natural and direct consequence of the incr ease in shipping
costs --, an increase very much greater than in the case of
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overseas shipping"
Ihe Navigation Act is accepted as the
expression of the policy of Australia to protect and encourage
Australian shipping" Such protection and encouragement should
be at the expense of Australia generally. but as the only
shipping that it is possible to encourage is shipping within
Commonwealth waters I and as Iasmania is in proportion to
population much mor'e deeply interested in such shipping than
any other State, it follows that the cost falls very much more
heavily on Tasmania than on any other State, and offers, in
fact. at present the most serious threat to her present and
future solvency"
(Tasmanian Disabilities Report, 1925, p" 8)
Since that time there have been a number of reports which have given
tittention to the Tasmanian shipping problem"
(See for example,
Nimmo Report, 1976)
And the issue of financial assistance to meet
interstate freight
cost disadvantages, as perceived by Iasmanian
shippers, has generally been viewed by Tasmanians as a matter for
special financial
consideration by
the Federal government
i.. e,
additional to matters normally consider'ed by the Grants Commission ..
Ihe event which was ultimately to lead to the IFES was a decision by the
Feder'al government to allow the Australian National Line (ANt) to
increase non-bulk freight r'ates by 12,.5 per cent on its Tasmanian
services. with effect from 1 August 1970..
The controversy that
developed from this decision was such that the Senate referred the
matter to its Standing Committee on Pt'imary and Secondary Industry and
Trade,
It was the Committee's conclusion that, while the increase in
freight rates was fully justified, Tasmania was placed at a disadvantage
relative to other States in terms of freight costs"
It also concluded
that the inherent inflexibility of shipping placed Tasmania at a
disadvantage in t.he absence of alt.ernative transport. modes"
(Senate
Standing Committ.ee. 1971, pp .. 28 and 36)
In Ocrober, 1971 the Minister for' Shipping and Transport referred the
issue to the Bureau of Transport Economics (BrE)"
The BTE present.ed its
findings in 1973 (BIE, 1973) which included a quantitative assessment of
the disadvantage by comparing shipping freight rates per tonne for
shippers of goods between Tasmania and the mainland wit.h estimates of
road and rail freight rates for a hypothetical road and rail link
between Melbourne and Devonport..
Ihe disadvantage was shown to be
inversely related to the density of the commodity transported ..
Ihe BIE's investigation also showed that so far' as the shipping of bulk
cargoes is concerned, Iasmania's pr'oblems were no different from those
experienced in the shipping of such goods between mainland ports"
Various suggestions were made by the ErE fot' the purpose of achieving
reductions in sea transpor't freight rates"
These included: use of more
efficient vessels; elimination of the sea passenger service;
the
establishment of a central authority to plan and control development of
Tasmanian ports, and the reduction of imbalances resulting from the
number of freight for'warders and the consequent large number of depots"
(BrE, 197.3. p. ix)
After consideration of the BIE's repor't, and spurred on by continuing
criticism of freight rate incr'eases, the Federal Government announced.
in April 1974, the establishment of a Commission of Enquiry .- consisting
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of one person, Mr ] "F" Nimroo - to report on the existence, extent and
pdncipal causes 'of any differences between the level of charges for
the transport of persons and goods between places in Tasmania and places
on the mainland of Australia and the level of charges for the transport
of persons and goods between places on the mainland of Australia'"
(Nimroo Report. 1976. p" 1)
The Commission was also instructed to
examine and report on 'the effects of any such differences on par'ticular
industries in Tasmania"" ' and to I'ecommend 'any measures that might be
taken to r'educe or eliminate any such differences that might have an
adver se effect for Tasmania" .. , I Further, in making such recommendations
the Commission was directed 'to take account of any disadvantages which
Tasmanian industries may suffer in relation to transpor"t because of
their physical separation from the mainland of Australia, having regard,
however, to any advantages that industr"ies may enjoy by location in
Tasmania"
(Nimroo Repor't, p" 1)
Ihe Commission reported its findings in March 1976"
Iasmania's
transport cost disadvantage was assessed by comparing the door-ta-door
charges for transporting goods by sea r'out.es from Tasmania to the
mainland with transport charges for similar goods on 'comparable'
mainland rail and road routes"
The Commission argued that the principal
cause of Tasmania's transport cost disadvantage. for most non·-bulk
goods, is the physical separ"ation of Tasmania from the mainland, and
that a case can be made for the provision of financial assistance to
offset this disadvantage on the grounds that 'Tasmania is a sovereign
member" of the Australian federation' and 'in federating, the States in
effect agreed to shar'e their resources',
(Nimmo Report, p" 152)
In deter"mining the amount of the subsidy payment, Commissioner' Nimmo not
only considered the above mentioned comparative cost disadvantage. but
also took account of inventory cost differences.
The freight cost
disadvantage thus calculated. was then adjusted to allow for the
notional natural advantage industries experienced by locating in
Tasmania.
The subsidy proposals did not apply to irnpor-ted consumer
Commodities since it was found that. many pr"oducers of such goods adopted
a price equalisation policy in some or all of the mainland and I asmanian
capital ci ty market s"
Bulk commodities were also excluded from subsidy
assistance; it was the opinion of many of the Tasmanian shippers
interviewed by Commissioner Nimmo that they were not placed at a
disadvantage
relative
to mainland
residents with regard
to the
interstate movement of such goods in bulk ships,
Thus, the northbound
scheme applied to non bulk cargoes shipped between Tasmania and the
mainland, whereas for southbound traffic (the southbound scheme),
subsidies were to be applied only to raw mater'ials and equipment
tr'anspoI'ted as non-bulk cargoes.
The Commissioner also recommended
financial assistance for the movement of goods by air transport, even
though it was found that Tasmanians did not experience a disadvantage
with respect to such traffic"
With regard to the payment of the subsidies Commissioner Nimmo
recommended that assistance should be made directly to the persons and
firms identified as experiencing the financial disadvantage"
The rat.es
of payment were stated in terms of dollarS per tonne or cubic metres or,
in the case of livestock, in terms of dollars per head"
The proposed
schedule covered 46 commodities on six routes"
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rhe Federal Government accepted most of the recommendations made
Commissioner Nimmo, and the TFES came into being on 9 June 1976"
determining the rates of assistance the Government adopted a policy
full
freight
equalisation,
thereby
excluding
reductions made by
Commissioner Nimrno to take cognizance of any advantages that industries
received by location in 'Iasmania"
Ihe Government also rejected the
recommendations concerning assistance to air' freight"
A r'eview of
nort,hbound
and
southbound
rates
of
assistance
undertaken, respectively, by the ETE in 1978 and 1979"
following
reservations expressed by the BIE about the Nimmo method for calculating
subsidies
the Government
directed the
BTE to undertake
fuI'ther
investigations of the costs incurred by industries utilising long
distance transport between mainland States"
The B'IE reported its
findings in 1981.
(BTE, 1981) The report discussed alternative ways of
overcoming the weaknes se s of the Nimmo appr oach, in particular the
difficulties associat.ed with the use of four different mainland routes
as a basis for determining subsidy payments"
(B1E, 1981, pp . xi, xii)
rhe BIE' s approach estimat.ed freight rates us ing regression analysis,
inclUding an estimation of rates based on the equivalent r'oad distance
from Tasmania to Mel bourne (the "landbridge approach)"
rhe method was
subject to considerable criticism, mainly because of the magnitude of
the changes in subsidy rates which it produced..
(see for example, ISC,
1985, p, 145)
11

Further
analysis
and
recalculation of
rates ,of assistance
undertaken by the BrE in 1981, using the Nimmo method and variations of
the landbridge approach.,
In 1982, the rates were again I ecalculated,
this time on the basis of the Nimmo method"
Neither the landbridge nor
Nimmo methodologies prOVided an acceptable basis for updating the rates
of assistance..
Accordingly, in Mar ch 1984 the Federal government
referred the matter to the ISC for consideration,
For the period
1.983,-84 rates of assistance for the northbound scheme amounted to
$27,460,000 and for the sout,hbound scheme, $1,868,000"

5"

IHE INrER-STATE COMMISSION'S ANALYSIS

The first ISC was created by an Act of Parliament in 1912 and operated
for the period 1913-1920.
For various reasons the ISC was not to
re-appear on the Australian scene until many years later"
Ihe
resurrection of the ISC was initiated by the Whit lam labor government by
an Act of Par'liament in October, 1975..
However, it was not unt.il the
return of the Labor Party to power in 1983 that the Act was put into
operation" The first two Commissioners were appointed on 15 March, 1984
- the Same day that the Minister for Transport referred the TFES issue
to the lSe"
Ihe terms of reference required the IsC to 'investigate matter's relating
to the Scheme and in particular to consider:
(1)

(a)

Ihe extent to which ft'eight equalisation payments made under
the existing Scheme provide appropriate compensation for' any
int ersta te freight cost dis advantages,
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(b)

whether, in the interests of economic efficiency and equity,
any changes are desirable to the form of such compensat.ion,

(2) In the event that the Commission considers that changes should be
made to the Scheme, the Commis sion shall inve stigate alternatives
and consider:
(a)

the appropriate levels of freight cost eq ualis ation payment s
that should be paid and their expected cost;

(b)

the method of calculating the levels of payment; and

(c)

the
appropriate
mechanisms
of
administration
including
arrangement s for adjusting the rates of equalisation payments
in the future.'
(lSC, 1985, pp. 39-40)

It is important to note that the lSe's terms of reference are
fundament,ally different from the terms of r'efer'ence to the Nimmo
investigation,
This is highlighted, in particular, by the use of the
term 'economic efficiency' in (1) (b) of the ISC' s teI ms of reference and
the absence of that concept in the terms of reference of the Nirnmo
Commission.
Indeed, the LSC sought legal advice on the interpretation
of its terms of reference and on the basis of such advice argued that
the Nimmo Commission was constrained to develop a 'freight equalisation'
scheme" As stated by a former Minister for Transport:
Ihe equalisation scheme is designed to provide that the cost
of transporting goods between Tasmania and the mainland is
approximately the same as moving similar goods by land across
the same distance on the mainland"
Essentially it is designed to remove the transport disability
Tasmania suffers by reason of its separation by sea from the
other States of the Commonwealth,
(cited by lSC, 1985, p" 47)
In contrast the lSe's terms of r'eference enabled the Commission to adopt
a different approach by virtue of the r'eference to 'economic efficiency
and equi ty , .

The Commission also sought legal advice on the question oE whether the
TFES was contrary to Section 99 of the Constitution, a matte! which was
raised by a number of witnesses"
For example. it was stated in a
submission of the Queensland Committee of Fruit Marketing that:
In view of the equity considerations outlined ea!lier in the
submission, Queensland fruit and vegetable growers believe
that the TFES"" sits rather awkwar'dly in relation to the
principle of free competition amongst the States.
It is recognised that the question of whether or not the IFES
is constitutionally valid is an involved legal one.
However,
such factors as the amount of the freight rebates available
under the Scheme and the conclusions of the BTE (Bureau of
Transport
Economics)
that
the
subsidies
to
distant
destinations are greater' than required for equalisation,
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suggest that the If'ES creates a pr'efer'ence and. is therefore
in contravention of the Australian Constitution"
(cit,ed by
lSe, 1985. p .. 58)
In accord with the legal advice received,
the ISC noted that Section 99
applied only to laws or regulations made under Section 51(i) of the
Constitution"
The IFES is implemented by executive and administrative
means and funded as an item in the Approp:riation ,Act" lhe power of the
Par'liaroent to make such appropriations is conferred by Section 81 Which
states that:

All revenues or moneys raised or received by the Executive
Government of the Commonwealth shall fOI'm one Consolidated
Revenue Fund, to be appropriated for the purpose s of the
Commonwealth. ,
1hus, according to legal opinion, the Apptopt·iation Act does not
constitute a law at regulation of trade or commerce within the meaning
of Section 99"
(lSe, 1985, p. 59) Fmther, the ISe considered t.hat it
was unnecessaty to determine if the rFES were a 'law or regulation of
trade [or] commerce' within Section 99, it would constitute the giving
of a 'prefet'ence'
(ISe, 1985, p., 59)
No attempt is made here to
pUt sue these matt,ers further, except to say that to the economist,
subsidy payments are a form of economic regulation, and that such
payments
made
under
the
Appt'opriation
Act
might
not
survive
constitutional challenge if made under some other law or regulation"
Ihe centt'e piece of the ISe's apptoach to its examination of the 1FEs is
the application of the concept. of economic efficiency, in pat'ticular, as
required in terms of the theory of second-best.,
As a:i.ready mentioned, an implication of t.he free trade or customs union
concept for an efficient use of transport resources is that the prices
of
alternative
transport
services
should,
in
the
absence
of
exter·nalities, systematically reflect relevant resource costs"
Under·
such circumstances each transport mode will specialise in ptoviding
those services in which it has a comparative advantage.
This is the
so-called 'first-best' outcome.
However, when the prices of some
transport services do not. reflect relevant costs (e"g .. , because of
taxes, subsidies or market conditions), and such prices have to be
accepted as a constraint, the economic efficiency objective tequires
adjustments to the prices of competing andlor complementary services"
The appropt'iate adjustments are referred to as 'second-best' policies ..
So fat as the IFES is concerned t.he ISe argued that '" .... differences in
location, like differences in fettility of land, climate and topography,
do not as such provide valid r'easons for at'guments for compensation
based on economic efficiency' .. (lse, 1985, p. 68)
To at'gue that
Iasmania suffet's a transport disadvantage because it is separated from
the mainland, and accor'dingly is forced to rely on shipping set'vices, is
in principle
no different from arguing that
producers of bulk
commodities in Mt Isa are placed at a disadvantage because there is no
inland sea by which they can transport such goods"
Such arguments lead
to absutd policy recommendations"
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While geographical factors as such could not be used as an economic
efficiency argument for subsidising interstate trade between Iasmania
and the mainland, the ISC aI'gued that compensation payments could be
justified on second-best grounds"
Attention was drawn to a number of
government policies which cause
"" deviations of costs and fIeight
rates from the levels at which they would otherwise be in sea, 1:'8i1 and
r'oad transport"...
(lSe, 1985. p. 67)
It was 8I'gued that '[if] the
effects of such policies,
as
the unintended by-products of the
achievement of other objectives, [e"g" equity and ot.her' public interest
objectives], put those who transport goods to and from Tasmania at a
disadvantage compared with those who transport goods between places on
the mainland, ther'e is a clear case for compensating those who transport
goods to and from Tasmania'"
(ISC, 1985, pp .. 67-68)
The policies identified by the Commission which, seen as constraining
factors, provide an economic basis for compensation, ar'e:
(a) The
Navigation Act 1912 (Cth),
(b)
the Customs
(Prohibited Import"ST
Regulations, and (c) government pr'icing of rail services and road
infrastructure,
The effect of the regulations under (a) and (b) was to increase shipping

costs for all users of coastal shipping services"
In brief, the
Navigation Act effectively prevented foreign ships from competing with
Australian ships for coastal tr'ade, while under the Customs (Prohibited
Imports) Regulations ships were prohibited imports unless rriinister'ial
consent was obtained"
Although there have been some changes in ship
imports policy in 1987, at the time of the lSC's investigation ship
imports policy did not allOW the permanent importation of second hand
vessels between 70 and 10,000 gross construction tonnes and of a type
available from Australian shipyards"
TempoI'ary importation of such
vessels may be authorised if a commitment was given to have a
replacement ship constructed in Australia,.
As noted by the ISC most of
the vessels transporting cargoes across Bass Strait fell within the 70
to 10,000 gross construction tonnes range"
(lSC, 1985, p" 70)
In essence. this aspect of the Commission's ar'gurnent states that it is
not the use of sea tr'ansport as such which contributes to some of the
difficulties faced by shippers of goods to and from Tasmania; but
instead. the existence of Federal government policies which r'equire the
use of shipping services which are expensive by inter'national standar'ds.
Thus, a disadvantage is created as an
'unintended by-pr'oduct' of
policies designed to create a merchant mar'ine service and a lOcal ship
building industry ..
As explained by the Commission, such a problem is not unique to
Australia.
In the United States, coastal shipping services have been
reserved for American shipping since 1808. Moreover, the regulation has
been extended to the intercoastal trade and trade between non-contiguous
areas, such as Hawaii, Alaska and Puerto Rico.
The residents of such
areas have complained that the requirement to use high-cost American
shipping places them at a disadvantage"
In the case of Puerto Rico it
was maintained that either a subsidy be gr'8nted or that the residents be
allowed to utilise the shipping services of low-cost foreign operators"
In more detail:
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Ihey feel they are being called upon to bear the expense of a
merchant marine that is intended not for their special benefit
but for the general advantage of the United States, with
special emphasis on military preparedness"
Why should this
par't
of
the
cost
of
national
defence
be
borne
disproportionately
by
the
inhabitants
of
the
outlying
possessions?
The
most
satisfactory
answer
t,o
these
complaints, of course, would be to reduce the costs of
American shipping to a level competitive with other maritime
nations"
But to the extent that such cost reductions are not
possible, there is a real que stion whether the poU cy of
subsidy
should
not
be
extended
to
the
trades
with
non-contiguous areas.
([ansing, 1966, p" 349)
A more formal analysis of this and other aspects of the Commission's
argument is developed by Harvey (1986)"
While accepting the argument
that a subsidy payment is warranted on efficiency grounds, given the
constraint of the Navigation Act, Har vey also notes that the case for a
subsidy based on the effects of Federal government ship importation
policy is less clear on a priori grounds.
Consideration also needs to
be given to the level of protection afforded to impor ts of input s used
by land transpor't modes, in comparison with the aver'age level of
protection for' all imports. If it can be demonstrated that the level of
protection on land transport inputs is less than the average for all
imports,
then ',...., a subsidy to shipping would,
by reducing the
importation of these input s, improve the allocation of the nation's
for'eign exchange reserves among commodities imported'"
(Harvey, 1986,
p" 12)
A reasonable assumption made by the Commission is that the
levels of protection afforded to land transport inputs, especially thQse
for rail inputs, are below the "average""
Apar't from the direct effects of Federal government regulation in
increasing the costs of providing coastal shipping services, there is
also the possibility that freight, charges paid by shippers may be
subject to further increases because of the indirect effects of such
regulations"
Since the Navigation Act and Customs Regulations reduce
the level of contestability in the coastal shipping indus try 'this
permits and even encourages some practices which would enable freight
rates to be raised above the already high costs of supply including a
reasonable rate of profit'.
(lS~, 1985, p. 71l
Given the oligopolistic
structure of the coastal shipping industry,
and the absence of
competition from land transport in some markets, it is possible for the
suppliers of shipping services to assign some of the joint costs of
supply. such as port infrastructure, to the ser'vice s provided in le ss
competitive markets.
By this means rates of return in the various
markets can be made to appear "fair and reasonable""
While the Commission was unable to carry out the kind of investigation
necessary to determine whether excessive profits are earned on the
Bass Strait trade, it was prepar ed to argue that it is the sum of the
direct and indirect consequences of Federal government regulation
' •• ,which is, to a very significant degree, responsible for freight
rates which are very high ,,!hen compared with freight rates available in
t.he internat.ional shipping market'"
(lSC, 1985, PH 71)
Thus, both
effects form part of the Commission's justification for subsidy
payment s"
However, as pointed out by Harvey (1986, p" 9), there are
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likely to be objections to the payment of subsidies to offset monopoly

pricing policies, especially when the legislation under which the
Australian National Line (ANL) operates, contains provisions intended to
pr'event excessive charges.
The Commission did not examine this issue,
but recommended that the ANL be required to pUblish separate accounts
for its general cargo shipping services and that a Tasmanian Association
of Interstate Shippers be established for the pur'pose of strengthening
the bargaining position of shippers in their negotiations with shipping
and other tr ansport fir'fis.,
The issue of rail and road cost recovery policies also formed part of
the Commission's application of the theory of second-best to the
analysis of the Tasmanian interstate transport problem.
In this regard
the Commission was concerned w2th the effect of both State and Federal
government policies which result in the subsidisation of some interstate
land transport services"
So far as r'ail subsidies are concerned, the Commission referred to the
N<1tional Road Freight Industry Inquiry (NRfII) report which stated that:
The Inquiry is obliged to conclude that railway managements
frequently price rail freight services so as to do no more
than cover avoidable expenses (at best); and that in a
significant number of cases. the prices are so low (r'elative
to railway cost levels) that even this modest financial target
is not met.
In consequence, many joint and other costs are
not r'ecovered and large deficits ensue.
(NRFII. 1984, po' 272)
The NRfII made specific reference to intercapital rail movements of
freight forwarders r traffics and concluded that it was very doubtful
whether the revenue from such traffics was adequate to meet even
avoidable costs.
(NRFlI, 1984, p .. 270-1)
The ISe also drew attention
to the fact that rail services in Tasmania are heavily subsidised.
noting that in 1983-84 the Australian National (AN) advised that total
working expenses of the Iasmanian part of AN's operations exceeded total
revenue by $19,,8 million"
With respect to the consequences of subsidised mainland rail services
the LSe pointed out that shippers of goods to and from Tasmania are able
to benefit fr'om subsidised mainland rail charges to the extent to which
they make use of r'ail services on the mainland part of the journey ..
However, they are placed at a compara ti ve disadvantage
because,
unlike
those
who
transport
from
mainland
origins
to
mainland
destinations. they must bear the cost of a segment of the journey which
does not benefit fr'om such a subsidy'.
(lSe, 1985, p" 72) Further. the
ISe considered that while subsidised rail services in Iasmania might
offset some of the benefits enjoyed by users of mainland rail services,
such effects are likely to be greatly restricted by the fairly short
rail hauls available to shippers in Tasmania"
(lSe, 1985, pp .. 72-73)
On the matter of road cost recovery the ISe also referred to the NRFII
report where some tentative estimates were provided of the extenL to
which articulated vehicles failed to meet maintenance and other costs
Which were attributable to their uSe of the roads.
The ISC did not
pursue this complex issue in its study of the IFES; it mentioned r'oad
infrastructur'e pricing policy to show that best available estimates of
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road transpor't cost recovery ratios indicate a cross-subsidy to t.he type
of vehicles which are typically engaged in interstate transport, and in
competition with rail services. The cross-subsidy to road, however, was
assessed as being significantly less than the subsidy provided to
I'ail.
Subsequent studies of the road and rail cost r'ecovery issues by
t.he ISC (1986 and 1987) provide further evidence concerning interstate
rail and r'oad cost recovery ratios<o
In addition to the efficiency aspects of the case for subsidy payments
to Tasmanian shippers, the 1Se was required to give consideration to
equi ty matters"
This formed a sma 11 part of the ISC' s analysis and is
only mentioned briefly here,
The CommiSSion consider'ed various notions
of equity,
but
placed most
importance on
the notion that
'if
recognisable groups of indi viduals experience a reduction in their
income as an unintende d consequence of policie s pursued by governments,
equity may require that the level of inCome of that gr'oup be restoIed to
the level at which it would have been in the absence of that policy
act'"
(ISe. 1985, p" 77)
As the ISe also noted, it was not the
intention of government policy to lower the real incomes of shippers of
goods to and from Tasmania when the Federal government, introduced the
Navigation Act and Customs Regulations, or for that matt,er when railway
subsidies began to develop..
(ISC, 1985, p. 75)
Accordingly, t.he lSC
saw no major conflict between the efficiency argument for' compensating
Bass Strait shippers and the equity consequences of such action,
Some
criticism of the ISC's approach to the equity issue has been raised by
Har vey"
( 1986, p, 13)
However, it is the efficiency argument which is
the most important element in the lSC' s analysis,

6,

COMPENSAHON OR FREIGHT RArE EQUAl ISATION?

Chapter 12 of the lSC's report provides, inter alia, a detailed critique
of the IFES"
Since the various transport modes have different technical
characteristics they have different capabilities to provide transport
services"
One obvious demonstration of this is to be found in the
different capabilities of ships and road transport to carry commodities
of high -and low densi ty"
In a competiti ve market en vi ronment these
differences in inherent capabilities would be reflected in freight rate
r'elativities for the transport of high and low density commodities by
sea and road,
For general cargo ships volume is at a premium, whi~e for
the land transport modes wei ght is nor mally the more impor t.ant factor',
As the ISe points ovt, attempts to compensate for differences in the
physical capacities of the various modes inevitably results in economic
inefficiencies..
USC. 1985, p.. 245)
In addition there are many
practical
problems
involved
in
attempts
to
achieve
freight
equalisation"
This is highlight,ed, for' example I by the existence of
differences in the rates on forward and back legs of land transport
journeys,
Att.empts at equalisation thus raise the question of which of
t.he above rates to use on a particular trip, or whether to use an
average rat.e" Further, such rates are subject to frequent variations in
r'esponse to changes in demand conditions"
Since .the objective of the ISC's analysis is fundamentally different
from that of the Nimmo and BIE studies of Tasmania 1 s inter'state
transport problem, the ISe preferred to call its scheme the Tasmanian
Fr'eight Compensation Scheme (IF'CS)..
Ihe pur'pose of this scheme is not
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to attempt equalisation of freight I'ates, but instead to compensate for
a disadvantage as an unintended by-product of government transport
policies"
The lSe's argument is that the interstate freight cost
disadvantage (ISFCD) which is bot'ne solely by shippers of general goods
between Tasmania and the mainland and which cannot be avoided by using
subsidised land transport modes, is that I'elated to the shortest sea
journey between Iasmania and the mainland"
This reasoning gave rise to
what the ISC calls the 'end at Melbourne' concept. The argument is that
once goods from Tasmania are landed in Melbourne. no additional
disadvantage exists"
The choice of mode of transporting such goods to
other mainland destinations is the same as that for like commodities
transported between mainland origins and destinations"
For this reason
the lSC argued that higher levels of subsidy payments for' longer routes
could not be justified on efficiency grounds"
So far as southbound traffic is concerned the evidence I'ecei ved by the
lSe, albeit minimal, on the subject of the equalisation of capital city
prices was consistent with that pr'oduced by the Nimmo Commission"
Accordingly, the ISC adopted the latter's recommendation that subsidies
not be provided for southbound consumer'goods"
The ISC also accepted
the view that cargoes destined for expoIt nw.rkets not be subsidised
given the existence of the cargo centralisation arrangements of shipping
conferences"
The lSe's recommended rates of compensation Were detailed in thr'ee
schedules, namely, for high density commodities, for livestock and for
non-specified commodities" Although the method of calculating the rates
of compensation was not stated by the lSC the rates for' high density
amount to approximately 33 1/3 per cent of the 1985 rates
frOm northern Tasmania to Melbourne, and the unspecified commodity rates
about 60 per cent,.
The I'ates are provided for the different types of
used in the trade, and rates per tonne, cubic metre or
(per head) wer'e calculated for less than container loads"
A
was also provided for reducing the rates of compensation in
event that freight rates should falL
the

method employed for determining the level of compensation
the lSC did not carry out the kind of detailed empirical
which its theoretical framework would suggest"
The approach
a number of matter s of judgement"
The fact that the
total compensation payment is not too different fr'om that
under TFES may be a reflection of the lSC's political sensitivity
than a consequence of empirical investigation"

payment

However, of far greater importance is the fact that the ISC was able to
an economic framework for dealing with the issue of Tasmania's
transport disadvantage,
Such a framework provides a firm
for dealing with similar problems, existing or potential, in
area of interstate tI'ansporL
the Government r'ejected the arguments on which the new scheme
based it accepted and implemented all of the lSe's pr'incipal
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7.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Ibis paper began by dr'8wing attention to the importance of the customs
union concept in the formation of the Australian Federation,
Various
sections of the Constitution of particular relevance to the development
of Australia as an economic unit were noted"
An examinat.ion of these
provisions indicates that while governments can regulate interstate
transport such regulation should be consistent with the requirement of
Section 92 that """. trade, commerce, and inter'course among the States,
whet,her by means of internal carriage or ocean naVigation, shall be
absolutely free""
There are, however, ways in which governments have
"adapted" to this requirement..
For' example, when the High CouI't ruled
in 1955 that road taxes imposed by State governments on road transport
vehicles engaged solely in interstate trade could only be related to
road maintenance costs, the State governments accepted subsidisation of
int,erstate rail operations in order to maintain rail's market share"
Ihere is also evidence that in the road transport sector various vehicle
types engaged in interstate and intrastate trade fail to meet the costs
which they impose on the road system"
The issue of road cost recovery
is a complex one (see Kolsen and Docwra. 1987) and theI'e is no consensus
on the extent of the road subsidy" Estimates of cost recovery depend on
the methodology employed to determine cost attribution (see lSC, 1986
and 1987), and on the definition of road user' charges (lSC, 1986)"
Further. it is only in recent years that governments have given serious
attention to these matters.
A satisfactory outcome depends on a number
of factors including the High Court's interpretation of Section 92 and
on the willingness of the FedeI'al and State governments to engage in
co-operative action with respect to road charging and investment
policies"
It is within this context, including Federal government Iegulations of
coastal shipping that the issue of the TFES is addressed"
Since subsidies to shippers of goods between Iasmania and the mainland
are a form of regulation of interst,ate cransport the question arises as
to whether subsidy payments can be justified on efficiency grounds and
whether
such payments might be seen to be in accord with the
requi rements of Section 92.,
Conveniently, the lat,ter question was not
examined since the TFES payments are made under an Appropriation Act,
and as such, are apparently not subject to either Section 99 or
Section 92"
As to the efficiency question the paper has highlighted the reasoning
adopted by the ISC in its 1985 report.
A central proposition is that
rasmania's geographical position,
and hence its reliance on sea
transport, does not provide an efficiency argument for subsidy payments
to shippers of goods between Tasmania and the mainland..
Rather.
Iasmania • s interst ate transport disadvantage is a consequence of the
unintended effects of a number of Federal and State government transport
policies..
By drawing on the theory of second-best the lSC argued that
such policies. taken as constraints. provide an efficiency argument fOI'
compensating shippers of gener'al cargoes between Tasmania and the
mainland.,
By implication if road and rail services were priced in such
a way as to meet resource costs. and if the coastal shipping trade wer'e
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highly contestable, compensation payments would not be warranted on
efficiency grounds.
The "first-hest" outcome implied by the customs
union concept would apply"

While the TFES is a relatively minor issue in matters concerning
government regulation of tranSpoI't, the lSe's analysis of that scheme
draws attention to some of the problems involved in achieving an
efficient transport system within the Australian fedeI'ation"
Moreover',
the methodology adopted by the ISC provides a rigor'cus economic basis
for dealing with other similar' problems concerning the regulation of
interstate transport"
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